Watch your step as you solve this puzzle! The finished diagram represents a dangerous minefield through which you must cross to safety. After you complete the grid, travel from its upper left square to its lower right square, moving one box at a time horizontally or vertically. Ignore the bars, but watch out for the mines! Each mine is so sensitive that it isn’t even safe to land on any of the eight squares surrounding it. One false step and kapow!

**ACROSS**
2 Insidiously sabotage United Nations day with fur
6 Texas athlete ruined roast
10 A bath sponge, for the most part, is removed
14 Cook and nurse beginning to empty wine
15 Ancient bit of acceptable money, including piece of eight (hyph.)
16 Actor cooked semolina (2 words)
18 Under arch on both sides of city railway
19 Hinder a returning Saudi, for example
22 Sticking out dance with trendy gent after commencement
24 Some diner befuddled bosses
26 Fortune-teller is unqualified, losing source of horoscope
28 Magazine publisher confiscating bit of Russian money
30 Niece, men beat up great person
34 Style for cushion
36 Death ray blasted environmental event (2 words)
37 Smooth parts of a boat that’s overturned
38 That man is head of the robbery
39 Takes a strip off a running back caught napping?

**DOWN**
1 Girl and aunt initially fooled noble character
3 Oscar hopefuls noticed I’m acting on the way to the top
4 Stupid person fixed locks on 40% of doors
5 Stick around one thoroughfare
6 Opening of aria left to singer
7 Orestes busted up sound systems
8 Control that author
9 Was indebted to poem’s sound
11 Raised princely beer
12 Some entrepreneur operated group of countries
13 Beryl, for one, with time left after minute
17 Really, really enthralling musical instrument
18 Embargo covering restricted fiber source
20 Scolds insects surrounding rodent
21 Does up incredible sham
23 Communist leader’s somewhat fast pace -- heavens!
25 Lacking leadership, you follow close behind everyone at first period of interruption
27 One who’s investigated former African despot and electrical engineer
29 Red room maintained by a nice stranger
31 Host raised Common Market with me
32 Maine shut up network
33 Small part is mostly Caucasian
34 Celebrities eating during food shortages
35 Line is large in middle of French street
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